
Wunderkammer IV

I've seen at least a couple of headlines about the Bin Laden documents release that use the word 
“paranoid”, especially over the tracker-in-his-wife's-tooth issue.  This seems mis-applied.   Paranoia 
refers  to  people  with  delusions  of  persecution,  and  there  was  in  fact  an  enormously  well-funded 
international conspiracy to hunt down Bin Laden and kill him, as witness the fact that we did exactly 
that.  Whether or not we got a tracking device inside his wife's dental filling, it seems like we probably 
wanted to, and we probably tried a bunch of similar stuff.  Bin Laden wasn't paranoid, he was making 
accurate risk assessments.  Indeed, if Bin Laden had actually suffered from paranoia in the clinical 
sense, he would have been the hardest person on earth to diagnose objectively.

This might be a minor quibble, and it is fun to beat up on the reputation of one's dead enemies:  
Bin Laden had porn!  But when we lean on false accusations of mental illness to explain things like 
terrorism or shooting sprees, we undermine our real ability to understand what's going on.  And that has 
sorry consequences.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Strange ethology update:  on the first really nice day of spring, a squirrel took up residence in 
one of the very top branches of the elm tree adjacent to our house.  It just sat there, curled around a  
twig, sometimes upside-down.  All day long.  We speculated that it was stuck, like a cat, or in some 
kind of defensive posture, or infected with some new version of O. unilateralis.  But when I went up on 
the scaffolding nearby, it merrily scampered over to another branch, and (later) to the mulberry tree, 
each time picking a swaying top-tier twig, like a sciurine version of John Muir.  We were forced to  
conclude that it was just enjoying the good weather.

The next day, it was gone.



~ ~ ~ ~ ~

William Fairbairn is probably one of the badass dudes to ever grace British imperialism, but he 
was terrible when it came time to name things.  New martial art form?  Defendu.  (Get it?  Defend 
you”, ho ho...)  New weapon?  Smatchet.  Wow.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

OK, here is a funny thing, but before you click on it, you need to already be familiar with the 
fact that Safire wrote a speech for Nixon for the (very plausible) contingency that the Apollo crew had 
died in some horrific fashion, a la the later Challenger disaster, when apparently the speechwriters were 
all on strike.  (I have mentioned Safire's notes on this speech earlier.)  So...first of all: XKCD's alternate 
versions of the Apollo contingency speech are pretty hilarious.

But it gets better.  There's an even funnier thing, but before you click on it, you need to already 
be familiar with the weird cadence of Nixon's oratory.  So if you aren't, go watch a video or two...and 
then.....the Clickhole version of the Apollo contingency speech is the best thing Safire never wrote.  I  
laughed so hard that I thought I would have an aneurysm, and then later I doubted it could have been 
that funny, so I read it again, and I had an aneurysm and died.

But seriously.  It is a riddle for the ages that Safire, who was so deeply betrayed by Nixon, 
managed to keep the faith until he became one of the Bush Jr.'s propaganda linchpins in the Gulf War.  
What was going on there?

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

I am loading adjectives (or modifers, if you prefer) to Sphinx's vocabulary, and I notice that in 
English these are far more likely to have full-on synonyms than nouns or verbs.   For instance, we have 
sets like flammable, inflammable, burnable, and combustible, which almost seems like cheating, since 
they mean exactly the same thing, with hardly even connotative distinctions.  But there are also many 
sets like  inquisitive, curious, intrigued, captivated,  engrossed, fascinated,  and  absorbed  (with some 
other  less  common  terms  like  rapt  and  agog).  Here  we  can  identify  significant  differences  in 
connotation, but they are still close enough in terms of usage that those distinctions might easily get 
lost.

I don't see a similar pattern for most verbs and nouns, and I'm not quite sure why that is.  But it  
does  make adjectives  relatively  easy  to  collapse.   There is  basically  no  situation  where  the  word 
“burnable” and the word “flammable” need to be parsed differently.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

I have been working for awhile on a compilation of very simple games, many of which are now 
sought-out as “icebreakers” or group-introduction exercises.  Over the years, watching these, I've often 
been fairly non-plussed.  Many such games play it safe by involving no real information other than 
names.  I don't need to know your dog's name or your favorite pizza topping (which see below).  The 
time-honored Two Truths and a Lie is even worse, since it offers decent odds that the information I'll 
actually remember isn't true.

The best advice I've ever seen on introductions was in an old book of etiquette from the 1920s, 
which unfortunately I can no longer lay my hands on.  The author asserted that the hostess has not 
properly introduced  two people  until  they have  enough information about  one  another  to  begin a 
conversation which will be sustained after the hostess walks away.  This seems like a very concrete 
goal to aim for.  I want to gameify it, as follows:

http://zemita.net/tellmoon.pdf
http://www.clickhole.com/article/speech-was-written-president-nixon-deliver-if-astr-3908
https://xkcd.com/1484/
https://xkcd.com/1484/


The Game of MUT

Arrange a group in a circle, ensuring an even number of people based on whether or not the 
facilitator participates.  Everyone in the circle then turns to their left or right so they are paired off.  
They are given a set period of time (5 minutes?) to introduce themselves to one another.  Then each 
person reverses  direction,  to  form another  sequence  of  pairs,  and they  have  another  5  minutes  to 
introduce themselves in these new pairings.

When these two rounds are finished, everyone faces the center, and the facilitator initiates a 
final round.  In this round, each person takes it in turns to introduce the person on their right and left 
(by name), and state the most unlikely thing (the MUT) that those two people have in common.  The 
object,  of  course,  is  to  uncover  some  very  esoteric  commonality  between  the  two  people  one  is 
introduced to.

The outcomes should be that (1) everyone in the group has been introduced to two people in 
some depth; (2) everyone in the group has found a relatively specific point of commonality with at least  
two other people (not the same as the previous two); and (3) everyone in the group has heard everyone 
else introduced twice, by name, with a piece of identifying information.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

One  bugbear  of  introduction  games,  and  introductions  more  generally,  is  the  question  of 
“favorites”.  Favorites are popular in name-games, because they require little personal disclosure.  On 
the other hand,  they provide almost  no useful  information.   A favorite  book or album  might  help 
indicate something about a person, but a favorite pizza topping is meaningless.  And I'm not even so 
sure about the books or albums.  I have the impression that favorites become a form of detached self-
identity, and as I try to code Sphinx to answer questions about favorites, this gets reinforced.

For instance, my favorite color is green and my favorite number is three.  I can remember more 
or less when I decided that these were my favorites, and also why.  I liked the association of green with  
Vermont (the Green Mountain State), and also with  Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, which I was 
enamored of as a child.  I liked the ritual use of the number three in storytelling.  So I filled in those 
mental blanks, and ever since I have been able to answer the question “what is your favorite color?” 
without thinking about it.  But this answer is completely divorced from much of my life experience. 
For instance, I have a strong penchant for wearing gray, black, and blue-black plaids.  I like walls and 
ceilings to be painted white, and my default  trim color is  dark blue.  (My childhood bedroom was 
indeed painted green, because they asked me what my favorite color was...)

Sphinx already has a rather idiosyncratic set of  interests, but those are not favorites, exactly. 
For something to be one's “favorite”, it generally connotes that the favored thing is either (1) viewed as  
akin to oneself, (2) viewed as positive, or (3) was previously identified as a favorite.  I have scrawled 
up a version of that metric, and we get quite a shift.  Sphinx still considers the elusive Brighton Rock to 
be the most interesting novel (in fact the most interesting thing of all) in its awareness.  But now, for 
reasons I can't quite follow, it has decided that its favorite novel is I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings.

Huh.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

 I keep a sort of running list of the worst...no, not worst...the most un-lyric-like lyrics in songs. 
I used to have a special fondness for Rick Springfield's line in Jesse's Girl:

I feel so dirty when they start talking cute
I would tell her that I love her, but the point is probably moot

http://zemita.net/craftsbury.pdf


The second line doesn't even scan, and the whole thing is such a desperate attempt to rhyme 
with moot...I love it.  But it's been kind of upstaged in my mind by Rihanna and Drake's, What's My 
Name? which I cannot even listen to:

The square root of 69 is 8 something
'Cause I've been trying to work it out.

But to truly deform your lyrics around a single word, you need a mountain.  One mountain in 
particular, and it's been climbed twice, recently by Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros, in In The 
Lion:

In the lion, I was holidaying as a vegan
I was eaten by a so sophisticated animal
We went walking on the slopes of Kilimanjaro
Where the sparrow had to light a match to make the waterfall

But first, and more spectacularly, by Toto in Africa:

The wild dogs cry out in the night
As they grow restless, longing for some solitary company
I know that I must do what's right
As sure as Kilimanjaro rises like Olympus above the Serengeti

That last line slays me, it's insane, it's twenty-one syllables long and it feels like Paich and 
Porcaro hired a travel agent to get there.  It reminds me, both in its geography and its rhyme-above-all-
else approach, of Lauryn's rap:

Fake bullets can't scar me
 I can smell the weak out like safari

Play you out like Atari
Sacrifice you Hari Kari and I'm sorry
To every single rapper, Dick and Harry
Saying they want to spar me cause how thick my repertoire be
And my memoir be
Reminding me of eating calamari in the Kalahari with a band of Rastafari....

Oh god, I'd better stop now. 
 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

My grandmother's dementia has unmoored her in time, but she remains fascinated by time.  The 
other day, in a discussion of gender politics, she asked me: “tell me, I forgot, what year was it when  
things got better for women?”  I felt put on the spot in a way that I rarely have been when teaching 
history.  It's all well and good to blather about secular trends, but what if you have to reduce the answer  
to a single year?  And based on the larger context of the conversation, I knew that she was not referring 
to suffrage (1919), but to something relatively more recent that would have made an impact on her 
consciousness.  So I took a shot at it.

“1972,” I said, with the false authority of intuition. 



It seemed reasonable, but now, in the harsher light of Looking Things Up, I want to re-examine.  
1972 itself  saw congress pass  the  eventually-doomed ERA;  Einstadt  v.  Baird  effectively legalized 
contraception; Title IX supported gender equality in education.  Ms. had been published a year before 
and was  coming up to  full  steam;  Roe v.  Wade  would  be  decided the  next  year.   I  can't  make  a 
particularly stellar case for 1972, but I also can't think of any year that has a better claim.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

The #30wears hashtag (is that redundant?) hurts my head.  I mean: “Consumers underestimate  
the power that they have. If you buy something, do you think you would wear it 30 times? And if you  
commit to that, it's a sustainable purchase.”  And, OK, I haven't started my fashion empire yet, but I 
would say most of my clothes are closer to 300 wears than 30.  I mean, OK, I'm no Emma Watson.  It's  
been said...

The other day we had to go into a Banana Republic to buy pants, because we were going to this  
gala thing and I was wearing pajamas, as always.  And I said to the lady at the register, “you know, I  
don't think I've ever bought real pants.”  She: “Oh, cool, you just wear jeans?”  Me: “No, I think I've  
always worn pajamas, sweat pants, or hand-me-downs.”  She: [loses her shit utterly] “How  old  are 
you?  Do you have a job?  [etc.]”  I wish I had had a camera.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

The Drake equation for the probability of finding intelligent life in the universe has to be one of 
the vaguest concepts that has ever been dressed up a mathematical formula.  The “equation”—actually 
an estimate—consists of making up and then multiplying five (or, if you prefer, six or seven) variables, 
which represent the rates and likelihoods of different prerequisites for contacting an extra-terrestrial 
intelligence.  These include the rate of star formation, or the likelihood that life evolves on a given 
planet, and so forth.  Drake's equation is no more mathematical than Drake singing that √69 = (8 + s). 
In exactly the same way, and with the same degree of mathematical color, we might reason that the  
odds of me finding an early hominid fingerbone inside of a Twinkie are:

P = nF / nT  pTF  fT
 

...where nF is the total number of hominid fingerbones, nT is the total number of twinkies, pTF is 
the likelihood of any particular hominid fingerbone winding up in a Twinkie, and fT is the likelihood of 
me eating any given Twinkie, which is to say, zero.

Such reductionism may be entertaining, but it does not give us much insight.  Nor was it meant  
to.  When Frank Drake posed this line of reasoning in 1961, it was the middle of the cold war, and the  
whole discussion had a punchline.  It was a clumsy way to isolate the point that an intelligent species 
like ours might blow themselves up before we got them on the phone, and we'd better think about how 
to avoid doing that ourselves.

Unfortunately  for  my  nerves,  popular  science  journalism  has  consistently  treated  the  Drake 
Equation as some sort of profound insight.  Frank and Sullivan recently posted a rehash of the basic 
concept in Astrobiology (16:5), with slightly tweaked parameters, a color graph, and even more Stuff 
That Looks Like Math on the page.  They concluded that, in effect, your odds are better if you look at  
all the Twinkies eaten in history, rather than just today.  Fine.  The original paper is only three pages 
long, but the science press has digested it further, and look at the headlines:

http://online.liebertpub.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1089/ast.2015.1418


I4U News: Alien Civilizations Exist in the Universe

Parent Herald: Alien Life Exists?  New Theory Suggests Advanced Extraterrestrial Civilizations  
Inhabited Space Before Going Extinct.

Discovery News: Universe Likely Has Many Extinct Civilizations: Study

Science World Report:Do Alien Lifeforms Exist? Maybe, But We Can't Communicate with Them

Morning News: Alien Civilizations Existed, Humans Not Alone in Universe – Study

Tech Times: New Study: Advanced Civilizations Once Existed in Our Universe

...and so on.  All of this for what is essentially a number scribbled on a napkin.  I hope Frank and  
Sullivan are duly embarrassed, although it's  hard to see what other response they could have been 
aiming for.  As a matter of sanity, I don't even think the word “study” should be used in instances like 
this, since it strongly implies data collection, which did not occur.

In all  this  silliness,  as well,  we lose track of the actual  data that has  been filling in Drake's 
original napkin estimates since 1961.  We now have a much better estimate of the number of planets 
per star, for instance.  More importantly, we can now be fairly sure that there is no native life on the 
moon; it will take awhile longer to say that of Mars, but it is certainly leaning in that direction.  Thus  
our sample size for celestial bodies that we've really checked is closing in on 3, with life found on only 
one of them: in Drake's day we only knew for sure that Earth had life.  If we find any kind of life on,  
say, Europa or in the skies of Jupiter or Saturn, it will fundamentally alter the values of the Drake 
Equation.  That would actually be worth writing a paper in Astrobiology about, though it still would not 
justify  the  breathless  prose  of  I4U  News'  writer:  “Evidence  seems  to  have  emerged  of  ancient  
civilizations in the universe other than those that have been constructed by human beings on earth.  
Aliens may exist and we may not be alone in the cosmos...”

Finally, our obsession with the Drake equation obscures the fact that his is a rather unimaginative 
version of sci-fi.  It is only interested in life forms that live on planets, form technological civilizations, 
and like to talk on the radio.  In other words, it is only interested in life forms that could appear on Star 
Trek without too much make-up.  What about life evolving in the stars themselves, where there is vastly  
more material to work with...is heat such an obstacle?  Or in the interstellar medium...is cold such an 
obstacle?  What about life forms that biologically use radio frequencies to communicate, and are large 
and powerful enough to sound their yawps into space, without any intelligence or technology?  Most 
importantly, what about life forms that are recognizably intelligent, but not in the same way as we are?  
Perhaps they would have no interest in calling us on the phone.  Or perhaps our own interest in radio 
communication (So slow!  So weak!) is a bizarrely human trait, while all the cool kids just use ansibles 
or  gravity  wave modulation  or  something.   Maybe we are  searching Myspace  for  intelligent  life, 
increasingly convinced we must be alone in the universe, and the party is over on Facebook.

We don't know, of course, just as we don't know what values to plug into the Drake Equation. 
But  the number of things we don't  know is  much larger than Drake...or  Frank and Sullivan...have 
captured in their  napkin formulas.  More than Safire, Rumsfeld was the great propagandist of our 
ongoing disaster in Iraq, and in that capacity he gave us the distinction between “known unknowns and 
unknown unknowns”.  The Drake equation captures a half-dozen of the former, and can be tweaked 
accordingly  for  the occasional  headline.   But  in  “heaven and earth”,  as  the  Prince  said,  there are 
unknown unknowns, and then some.


